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  basaltic tuff erupted from one or more buried eruptive 
  zones immediately east of Walters Butte. At the top of 
  the butte is a layer of basaltic spatter, and a small 
  Strombolian-type cinder cone is at the north end of the
  exposure area. Godchaux and others (1992) suggest that  
  the Walters Butte eruption started in shallow standing 
  water, probably at the end-stage of Lake Idaho, but that
  the tuff ring soon built itself above the level of the lake.
  Subsequent slumping and erosion have eliminated much

JINX LATERAL VOLCANIC COMPLEX--Scattered
  exposures of massive to poorly bedded, sediment-

  quadrangle form the westward extension of more
  extensive deposits farther east. Exposures may have 
  been deposited as underwater debris flows that were 
  derived from the inner wall of a nearly buried crater 
  whose eastern wall lies just to the east of the 

WALTERS BUTTE VOLCANIC COMPLEX--An eroded
  remnant of a large tuff ring consisting predominantly
  of thick layers of strongly indurated, sediment-bearing

  bearing basaltic tuff in the northeast part of the

  of the original construct.

  quadrangle boundary.

Qhlu

Qhlm

Qhm

Qgt

Qgd

Qkp
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  and affiliated vents within a few miles of the northern

  others, 1995) in age, based on its provisional
  correlation with the basalt of Upper Deer Flat.

  flows exposed in the Melba escarpment across the
  northern part of the quadrangle. Flows are older than
  the escarpment. Most of this material probably was
  erupted from Hat Butte, a prominent shield volcano
  about 2 miles north of the northwestern part of the
  quadrangle, but some may have come from McElroy
  Butte, also a short distance north of the quadrangle.
  Locally, the flows have basalt pillows, suggesting the
  basalt ran into shallow water. The basalt typically 
  contains tiny plagioclase laths, or is aphyric. The unit
  may be about 0.922 +/- 0.184 Ma (Othberg and

GROUCH DRAIN VOLCANIC COMPLEX--Basaltic tuff and
  a basalt flow that erupted from a phreatomagmatic
  vent at the northern margin of the quadrangle. The first 
  part of the eruption deposited layers of sediment-bearing
  tuff as a subaerial tuff ring around an enlarging maar
  that cut the basalt flows of the Qhm unit. As time
  passed, the erupted material became richer in basalt,
  leading to basaltic tephra deposits. Finally, a basalt
  flow partially filled the crater, breached its southern
  margin, and flowed downslope about a mile toward the
  valley floor where it intersected standing water.

  edge of the quadrangle (Othberg and others, 1995). Flows
  may have cascaded down the Melba escarpment in a 
  fashion similar to the basalt of Initial Point.

BASALT OF GUFFEY TABLE--A subaerial basalt flow
  occupies the top of Guffey Table and appears to
  have been erupted from the south end of the exposure
  area and flowed north on top of the tuff deposits of
  the Guffey Butte volcanic complex. At least part of the
  flow, in the northeastern portion of its exposure area,
  is aa lava rather than pahoehoe. Dates by Amini and
  others (1984) indicate an age of about 1.065 +/- 0.7 Ma.

BASALT OF HAT BUTTE-McELROY BUTTE TYPE--Basalt

  are nearly aphyric and were erupted from an

  chemically (unpublished analyses of Bill Bonnichsen,

  unidentified source. They are separated from the
  underlying middle basalt of Halverson Lake by a few

MIDDLE BASALT OF HALVERSON LAKE--Basalt flows
  in the canyon wall northeast of the Snake River
  in the eastern part of the quadrangle and nearby on the
  floor of the Melba Alcove. Consists of four or more flows
  without intervening sediment beds. Nearly aphyric and may
  be from the same sources as the basalt of the Kuna Butte-
  Powers Butte type, although the two units differ somewhat

BASALT OF INITIAL POINT--Basalt flows erupted from
  Initial Point volcano about 6 miles east of the
  northeast corner of the quadrangle. Forms a
  frozen lava cascade that flowed down the Melba
  escarpment and onto the valley floor in the
  northeastern part of the quadrangle. Contains
  abundant large plagioclase and olivine phenocrysts
  and has been dated at 0.414 +/- 0.037 Ma (Othberg

UPPER BASALT OF HALVERSON LAKE--Basalt flows
  at the canyon rim on the northeast side of Snake
  River at the eastern edge of the quadrangle. Flows

  grained sandstone within the Idaho Group. Typically
  brown to buff colored. Derived principally from granitic

  by the basalt of Initial Point. May be about 0.387 +/-
  0.031 Ma in age. Chemically and petrographically
  resembles the basalt flows from Kuna Butte, Powers Butte,

  flows in the floor of the Melba Alcove and overlain
BASALT OF KUNA BUTTE-POWERS BUTTE TYPE--Basalt

  1993-94, and Craig White, 1995).

  feet of basaltic tuff.

  and others, 1995).

  outcrops to the southwest.
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  Extensive zones of sediment-bearing basaltic tuff in the

ball and bar on downthrown side.
Faults: dashed where approximately located;

  southwestern corner of the quadrangle probably 
  accumulated near subaqueous, or emergent, eruptive
  points of basalt. The unit is equivalent to the basalt
  of Murphy area of Ekren and others (1981).

       Contact: dashed where approximately located.
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  thick that cut beds of sediment-bearing basaltic tuff in
  and near the fragmental pillow basalt unit.

FRAGMENTED PILLOW BASALT--An area in the
  southwestern part of the quadrangle consisting 
  predominantly of angular basalt fragments and local 
  zones of moderately to strongly indurated sediment-

  basaltic lava that erupted from dikes onto the bottom of
  the lake to form accumulations of pillows and subordinate
  tuff. Continued eruption of basalt from the dikes
  fragmented the earlier pillows and eventually built the

  affected basalt flows in the southeast corner of the
  quadrangle. Extends for several miles to the east and 

  Table (within the small Twab unit exposure) or from

  bearing basaltic tuff exposed in the extreme southeastern
  corner of the quadrangle. May be from several sources.

  of intercalated basalt flows, basaltic tuff, and fined-grained
  generally white silts of the Idaho Group. Small amounts of 

  into lake sediments before final consolidation. Thin zones
  of fine-grained flinty rock developed in the sediments
  where thermally metamorphosed by basalt or diabase.

BASALT DIKES--Near vertical basalt dikes up to a few feet

WATER-AFFECTED BASALT FLOWS AND TUFFS--Consists 

  diabase and irregular bodies of basalt may have burrowed 

  bearing basaltic tuff. Appears to have formed from 

BASALT OF GUFFEY RAILROAD BRIDGE--Extensively
  altered (water-affected) basalt flows exposed at several
  locations around Guffey Butte and Guffey Table. 
  Intercalated with sediments of the Idaho Group and 
  possibly erupted from a subaqueous source east of Guffey

BASALT OF MURPHY RIM--A small occurrence of water-

MISCELLANEOUS BASALTIC TUFF DEPOSITS--Sediment-

  large zone of fragmented pillow basalt.

  subaerial sources to the south.  

  southeast. 
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                 DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS

  redeposited from those beds during subsequent
  fluviatile activity. Includes some interbeds of basaltic

  mainly accumulated on undifferentiated sediments
  of the Idaho Group after Lake Idaho drained. Includes
  partially eroded, ridge-capping deposits near the Snake
  River, deposits that follow abandoned stream courses
  farther from the river, and a small, pre-Initial Point
  basalt alluvial fan in sec. 18, T. 1 S., R. 1 W.

                     SEDIMENTARY UNITS

IDAHO GROUP, UNDIFFERENTIATED--Mainly beds of
  sand and silt deposited in Lake Idaho (Jenks and
  Bonnichsen, 1989) and material that was reworked and

POST-BONNEVILLE FLOOD ALLUVIAL FAN--A small
  alluvial fan in sec. 20, T. 1 S., R. 2 W., lying on

BONNEVILLE FLOOD DEPOSITS--Boulders and gravel
  deposited by flood waters and silt beds deposited in
  slack water during the Bonneville Flood.

LANDSLIDE DEPOSITS--Surficial and bedrock material
  that moved downslope at approximately the time of the

ALLUVIUM--Unconsolidated gravel, sand, and silt
  deposits along river and stream courses.

CEMENTED SANDSTONE BED WITHIN IDAHO GROUP--

GRAVEL DEPOSITS--Fluvial gravel, cobbles, and sand

  and silicic volcanic ash.

  Bonneville Flood.

  Bonneville Flood deposits.

                      SURFICIAL UNITS

QTst

QTcs

QTgb

QTwh

  subaerially deposited, sediment-bearing basaltic tuff, and
  the upper part is unconsolidated to welded basaltic tephra

  from which most of the original accumulation of tuff and 

  (1992) suggest that the deposits at Guffey Butte formed in
  a subaerial environment when ascending basalt lava met
  a shallow ground-water reservoir within sediments of the
  Idaho Group. The tuff layers beneath Guffey Table probably
  formed in a similar environment. Much of the tuff contains

  sediments of the Idaho Group and an associated tuff
  ring in the southeastern corner of the quadrangle. The
  lower part of the material from the eruption consists of

  Consists of well-indurated, sediment-bearing basaltic tuff
  layers that generally dip inward toward the core of the 

  Godchaux and others (1992) suggest that the eruptions 
  which formed White Butte took place in shallow standing 

  tuff, basaltic spatter, and dikes of basalt erupted from
  Guffey Butte and other maar/tuff-ring complexes that lie

  volcano, and is cut by several basalt dikes and sills. 

MISCELLANEOUS SPATTER AND TEPHRA DEPOSITS--

  surge bedding and scattered ballistic clasts.

CON SHEA VOLCANIC COMPLEX--A maar excavated in

  and basalt has been removed by the Bonneville Flood. 

GUFFEY BUTTE VOLCANIC COMPLEX--Sediment-bearing

  beneath the basalt of Guffey Table. Godchaux and others 

WHITE BUTTE VOLCANIC COMPLEX--The eroded core of
  a phreatomagmatic eruptive point, perhaps a tuff cone,

  unconsolidated to welded, near-vent basaltic tephra
  in the southeastern corner of the quadrangle.

  Accumulations of subaerially deposited, red and black,

  and basalt spatter.

  water.
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